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The effects of polymer molecular weight on filament thinning and drop breakup
in microchannels
Abstract
We investigate the effects of fluid elasticity on the dynamics of filament thinning and drop breakup
processes in a cross-slot microchannel. Elasticity effects are examined using dilute aqueous polymeric
solutions of molecular weight (MW) ranging from 1.5×103 to 1.8×107. Results for polymeric fluids are
compared to those for a viscous Newtonian fluid. The shearing or continuous phase that induces breakup
is mineral oil. All fluids possess similar shear-viscosity (~0.2 Pa s) so that the viscosity ratio between the
oil and aqueous phases is close to unity. Measurements of filament thickness as a function of time show
different thinning behavior for the different aqueous fluids. For Newtonian fluids, the thinning process
shows a single exponential decay of the filament thickness. For low MW fluids (103, 104 and 105), the
thinning process also shows a single exponential decay, but with a decay rate that is slower than for the
Newtonian fluid. The decay time increases with polymer MW. For high MW (106 and 107) fluids, the initial
exponential decay crosses over to a second exponential decay in which elastic stresses are important.
We show that the decay rate of the filament thickness in this exponential decay regime can be used to
measure the steady extensional viscosity of the fluids. At late times, all fluids cross over to an algebraic
decay which is driven mainly by surface tension.
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We investigate the effects of fluid elasticity on the dynamics of
filament thinning and drop breakup processes in a cross-slot microchannel.
Elasticity effects are examined using dilute aqueous polymeric solutions of
molecular weight (MW) ranging from 1.5 × 103 to 1.8 × 107 . Results for
polymeric fluids are compared to those for a viscous Newtonian fluid. The
shearing or continuous phase that induces breakup is mineral oil. All fluids
possess similar shear-viscosity (∼ 0.2 Pa s) so that the viscosity ratio between the
oil and aqueous phases is close to unity. Measurements of filament thickness as a
function of time show different thinning behavior for the different aqueous fluids.
For Newtonian fluids, the thinning process shows a single exponential decay
of the filament thickness. For low MW fluids (103 , 104 and 105 ), the thinning
process also shows a single exponential decay, but with a decay rate that is slower
than for the Newtonian fluid. The decay time increases with polymer MW. For
high MW (106 and 107 ) fluids, the initial exponential decay crosses over to a
second exponential decay in which elastic stresses are important. We show that
the decay rate of the filament thickness in this exponential decay regime can be
used to measure the steady extensional viscosity of the fluids. At late times, all
fluids cross over to an algebraic decay which is driven mainly by surface tension.
Abstract.
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1. Introduction

The progressive breakup of an initially stable fluid thread into a number of small drops is a rich
and beautiful phenomenon [1]–[5]. It is also an important dynamical process that impacts many
industries including pharmaceutical, petroleum and biotechnology. Recently, there has been a
growing interest in microfluidic methods for highly controlled formation of drops [6]–[10] and
bubbles [11, 12] that rely on the breakup of fluid threads. A common example is the flowfocusing geometry, which creates drops by focusing a fluid stream into another co-flowing
immiscible fluid [6, 12, 13]. In this geometry, the drop size and its distribution are dictated
by the relative flow rates of the two fluids. With few exceptions [14]–[16], previous research
has been mainly restricted to Newtonian fluids. However, many fluids of interest to lab-onchip devices are likely to exhibit complex micro-structure and non-Newtonian properties, such
as viscoelasticity. In fact, given the small geometrical length scales, one expects viscoelastic
behavior to be accentuated in micro-devices. Therefore, understanding the effects of nonNewtonian rheological behavior such as elasticity in micro-devices is of both fundamental and
practical importance.
The effects of elasticity on drop breakup have been mainly restricted to macroscopic
experiments, in which the outer fluid is typically quiescent [1], [17]–[23]. Usually, the breakup
process is driven by capillary pressure, which tends to minimize the interfacial energy of the free
surface of a fluid thread by formation of spherical droplets. The necking of the fluid element is
resisted by the combined action of viscous and elastic stresses on the fluid thread. This delicate
balance of capillary, viscous and elastic stresses gives rise to phenomena that are markedly
different from those that occur for Newtonian fluids, including an increase in the fluid thread
lifetime and beads-on-string phenomena [24, 25].
The absence of external forcing leads to a necking process that is often self-similar. The
evolution of viscoelastic fluid threads undergoing capillary breakup is complex and depends
on many factors. In the absence of inertia and in a quiescent bath, it has been shown that the
filament diameter (h) undergoes an initial linear viscous thinning, followed by a slower filament
thinning in which capillary pressure is balanced by the fluid elastic stresses. In this region,
the filament diameter decreases exponentially in time at a rate that is inversely proportional
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up illustrating the top view of the cross-slot
microchannel. The device is molded in PDMS and is 50 µm wide and 50 µm
deep. The oil (continuous) phase and the aqueous (dispersed) phase are injected
into the device using low-noise syringe pumps.

to the fluid relaxation time h ∼ (1/3λ−1 ) [26], where λ is the fluid relaxation time. Finally,
when polymer molecules become fully extended, the elastic stresses saturate and the filament
diameter decreases linearly in time at a rate proportional to σ/η, where σ is the surface tension
and η is the viscoelastic fluid viscosity. In the case of viscous Newtonian fluids, the filament
thread is predicted to thin linearly in time at a rate proportional to σ/η. The study of this selfthinning process has been used to extract quantitative measures of the fluid material properties in
filament stretching and capillary breakup rheometers [20, 27], jet breakup [18], and drop pinchoff [17, 28]. A material property that is often of interest is the fluid extensional viscosity. Most
macroscopic investigations provide the transient extensional viscosity of fluids [17, 27, 29].
Here, we provide a method of probing the steady extensional viscosity of fluids.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of polymer molecular weight (MW) on fluid
filament thinning and drop breakup in a cross-slot microchannel. Elasticity effects are examined
using dilute polymeric solutions of MW ranging from 1.5 × 103 to 1.8 × 107 . All polymeric
fluids are in the dilute regime, and the elasticity level and values of shear-viscosity are controlled
by adjusting the polymer concentration in the fluid. Results for polymeric fluids are compared
to those for a viscous Newtonian fluid. We find that the fluid filament thinning process is
driven mainly by the outer fluid (oil) viscous stresses. For the Newtonian case, the fluid thins
exponentially in time. For low MW fluids (103 –105 ), the fluid also thins exponentially in time,
but at a slower rate, which is dependent on polymer MW. For high MW fluids (106 –107 ), the
thinning process shows two exponential regimes. The first is viscous driven and crosses over
into the second regime in which elastic stresses are dominant. We demonstrate that steady
extensional viscosity values for the aqueous solutions investigated here can be determined from
the exponential thinning regimes.
2. Methods

The experimental configuration is a cross-slot microchannel that is 50 µm wide and 50 µm
deep (figure 1). The device is molded in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Dow Sylgard 184)
using standard soft-lithography methods [14, 30, 31]. Channels are sealed with a glass cover
slip after exposure to an oxygen plasma for 15 s. In order to keep the microchannel wetting
properties uniform, the glass cover slip is coated with a thin layer of PDMS prior to the
exposure. The assembled channels are then baked for approximately 12 h at 65 ◦ C in order
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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to obtain hydrophobic walls wetted by the continuous oil phase. The square geometry and
channel wetting properties were carefully chosen to minimize three-dimensional effects. Since
the flow focusing is in-plane, the filament may not be completely axi-symmetric at its start,
but should become more so as it its thickness declines, given the effects of surface tension. It
was previously demonstrated that the fluid filament in this geometry is nearly spatially uniform
along the channel length, with a thickness that depends only on time [14].
The continuous oil phase is mineral oil containing 0.1% by weight of surfactant (SPAN 80,
Fluka). Both Newtonian and polymeric fluids are used for the dispersed aqueous phase. The
Newtonian fluid is a 90%-glycerin aqueous solution. Polymeric fluids are made by adding small
amounts of the flexible polymer polyacrylamide (PAA, Polysciences, Inc.) to a Newtonian
viscous solvent. The level of fluid elasticity is varied by using polymers of different MW.
Here we use PAA of MW equal to 1.5 × 103 , 1.0 × 104 , 9.2 × 104 , 1.0 × 106 and 1.8 × 107 .
We refer to such fluids as 103 , 104 , 105 , 106 and 107 , respectively. The normalized polymer
concentration in the viscous solvent is kept constant at c/c∗ = 0.3 for all fluids, where c∗
is the overlap concentration, in order to keep the fluids in the dilute regime. The overlap
concentration c∗ is proportional to the molecule’s radius of gyration (c∗ ∝ Rg−3 ), and is a
function of polymer MW [32, 33]. The values of c∗ for the 103 , 104 , 105 , 106 and 107 fluids are
4.5 × 105 , 1.0 × 105 , 2.24 × 104 , 3.4 × 103 and 350 ppm, respectively. We note that, although
polymer chain entanglement is unlikely in this dilute regime, hydrodynamic interactions are
possible [34].
The interfacial tension σ between the continuous (mineral oil) and all aqueous phases
(Newtonian and polymeric fluids) is approximately 10 mN m−1 . Results from our experiments,
not shown in this paper, show that the morphology and dynamics of the breakup process
is not significantly altered for surfactant concentration in the oil phase (Cs ) in the range
of 0.5 CMC < Cs < 5 CMC, where CMC is the critical micelle concentration. For surfactant
concentration above 5 CMC, the fluid filament becomes more rigid and long filaments are
observed even for the Newtonian case.
All fluids are characterized using a stress-controlled rheometer. In figure 2, we show both
the shear-viscosity (ηs ) and the measured first normal stress difference (N1) for all fluids as
a function of shear rate (γ̇ ). The shear viscosities of the oil and Newtonian fluids are nearly
identical and independent of shear rate: ηs ≈ 0.23 Pa s. Since the polymeric fluids are in the
dilute regime, the values of ηs are also nearly independent of shear strain-rate: ηs ≈ 0.23 Pa s.
The polymeric fluids, however, display nonzero values of the first normal stress difference (N1),
which increases with shear rate. The nonzero values of N1 indicate that the polymeric fluids
possess elasticity. Viscoelastic fluids possessing nearly constant viscosity are usually called
‘Boger’ fluids [35, 36]. They are frequently used to investigate the effects of elasticity on flow
behavior since shear-thinning effects are minimized. The choice of fluids also ensures that the
viscosity ratio between the oil and aqueous phases (both Newtonian and polymeric) is kept close
to unity.
The polymeric fluid shear rheology data is fitted to the widely used finite extensibility
nonlinear elastic model with Peterlin’s closure (FENE-P) [27, 32, 37]. In this model the fluid
total stress tensor τ is assumed to be the sum of a contribution from the solvent and another
resulting from the presence of polymer molecules such that τ = τPoly + τSolv . The polymeric fluid
shear viscosity ηS is then the sum of polymeric and solvent parts ηs = ηPoly + ηSolv . The FENE-P
model is well-adapted for dilute (and semidilute) polymeric solutions, and has been used
previously to analyze filament thinning of polymeric fluids in macroscopic experiments [23, 28].
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 2. Fluid rheological characterization. (a) Shear viscosity versus shear

strain-rate for all fluids. The values of shear viscosities ηs are nearly constant
for all fluids. Also shown is the solvent viscosity (dashed line). (b) First normal
stress difference (N1) as a function of shear strain-rate for polymeric fluids. Solid
lines correspond to a FENE-P model fit [28, 33]. Note that the 103 fluid has
negligible (measured) values of N1, and it is not shown in (b).
A fluid described by the FENE-P model possesses the same dynamical properties as a fluid
described by the much simpler Oldroyd-b model, which assumes that polymers can be modeled
as Hookean springs. The main difference is that the Oldroyd-b model allows for infinite
extension of polymer molecules, while the FENE-P model uses a spring-force law in which
the polymer molecules can be stretched only by a finite amount in the flow field [32, 37].
We perform a simultaneous fit (figure 2) of the polymeric fluid ηS and N1 data to the
FENE-P model. The simultaneous fit provides the fluid relaxation time λ and a dimensionless
finite extensibility parameter b, which are the only two adjustable parameters [28, 32]. We find
that the best fit results for the values of λ are 0.45, 0.06, 0.023 and 0.009 s for the 107 , 106 ,
105 and 104 MW fluids, respectively (figure 3(a)). The values of b for all the polymeric fluids
are of the order of O(103 ), which is consistent with the literature [28, 33, 38] (figure 3(b));
the minimum fitted values of b is 1000 (MW = 103 ), and the maximum is 4500 (MW = 107 ).
The measured values of N1 show an approximately second order dependence on shear-rate
(N1 ∝ γ̇ 2 ), which is typical of Boger fluids [35]. Note that due to the rheometer capabilities, we
were unable to measure N1 for the 103 MW fluid. The relaxation time of the 103 MW fluid
is estimated to be 9 × 10−4 s by extrapolating λ as a function of MW (figure 3). Note that
the extrapolation follows the FENE-P scaling of λ ∼ MW2/3 . Further details on the equations
and methods used to fit the FENE-P model to the shear rheology can be found elsewhere
[14, 28].
The oil and aqueous phases are injected into the central and side arms of the cross-channel,
respectively, using syringe pumps (Harvard Instruments). Experiments are performed for flow
rate ratios, q = Q oil /Q aq , ranging from 10 to 100. In all cases, the aqueous flow rate is kept
constant at Q aq = 0.01 µl min−1 . This is low enough that the behavior is quasi-static, such that
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 3. (a) Fluid relaxation times (λ) of polymeric fluids obtained from the

FENE-P model fits to the data (circles). The estimated value of λ for the 103
polymeric fluid (diamond) is obtained from extrapolating data using a fit (solid
line) to λ versus MW data. Note that the fit is consistent with FENE-P scaling
λ ∝ MW2/3 . (b) Values of dimensionless finite extensibility parameter b as a
function of polymer MW.
the periodicity—but not the morphology—depends on Q aq . For this range of parameters, the
Reynolds number is less than 0.01; therefore viscous forces are much larger than inertial forces.
Similarly the capillary number ranges from 1.25 to 50; therefore, viscous forces are also larger
than surface forces. Under these conditions an aqueous filament is formed and stretched by
the flow of the surrounding oil. The thinning and breakup of the filament are imaged using an
inverted microscope and a fast video camera, with frame rates between 1 and 10 kHz.
3. Results

3.1. Qualitative observations
In figure 4, we show sample snapshots of the evolution of the filament thinning and drop breakup
process for the Newtonian fluid and the polymeric, viscoelastic fluids of different MWs at flow
rate ratio q = 30. The Newtonian fluid is shown in the leftmost panel. Initially, the aqueous
phase is drawn into the cross-slot channel, as shown in figure 4(a). The continuous phase (oil)
then begins to elongate the fluid filament (at time 0.15tb ). Here, tb is the breakup time, which for
the Newtonian fluid is 11.5 ms. Also, time zero (t = 0) is defined when negative curvature first
occurs in the ‘mother drop’. The fluid filament collapses and forms a primary drop connected
to a very thin filament (0.45tb and 0.95tb ); later (t > tb ) the filament thins at a faster rate and
breaks into a large primary drop and small satellite droplets.
The low MW fluid (104 ) shows very similar qualitative behavior to the Newtonian fluid.
One of the main differences, however, is the relatively long and thin fluid filament that connects
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 4. Evolution of the thinning process for a Newtonian fluid (left) and

polymeric fluids with MWs equal to 104 , 106 and 107 (from left to right) for
a flow rate ratio q = Q oil /Q aq = 30. Here Q oil /Q aq corresponds to the ratio of
oil and aqueous phase flow rates. Mineral oil is the continuous phase while the
aqueous phase is either a Newtonian or polymeric fluid. The breakup times (tb )
for the Newtonian and polymeric cases are 11.5, 43.94, 174 and 275 ms, from
left to right. The fluid filament becomes longer as the polymer MW is increased.
Also, we observe the appearance of satellite droplets in the Newtonian case and
multiple beads attached to the filament in the high MW polymeric cases near the
breakup event.
the primary drop to the aqueous phase (0.45tb and 0.95tb ). The breakup time for this case is
43.94 ms. Similar to the Newtonian fluid, the filament breaks into a large drop and small satellite
droplets (t > tb ).
The high MW fluids (106 and 107 ) display very different behavior. Initially, we observe a
morphology that is similar to that of the Newtonian fluid, which indicates that viscoelasticity
is negligible at first. As the thinning progresses, the elastic stress builds up and opposes the
thinning of the fluid filament (0.15tb ). Later, the high MW fluids develop longer necks with a
drop attached to it (0.15tb and 0.45tb ). This filament elongates while thinning at a much slower
rate than in the Newtonian case (0.45tb ); the breakup times are 174 and 275 ms for the 106
and 107 fluids, respectively. Near the breakup event, the polymeric fluid shows multiple beads
(‘beads-on-string’) attached to the filament (0.95tb ) [1, 20, 24, 25, 39]. After breakup, there are
many small satellite drops.
3.2. Quantifying filament thinning
The filament thinning process is quantified by the decrease in filament thickness h(t) as a
function of time. To accomplish this, we fit a third-order polynomial equation to the interface
contour, which is restricted to the cross-slot region. The measurement location varies with the
fluid, but it is usually confined to the cross-slot region. Also, it was previously found that the
exact measurement location has little impact on the overall h(t) data [14]. We assume that
the interface is symmetric across the centerline and only half of the contour is fitted with the
polynomial. We then locate the absolute value of the minimum in the polynomial first derivative,
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 5. Filament thickness h(t) as a function of time for all polymeric
(symbols) and Newtonian fluids (solid line) at different flow rate ratio q =
Q oil /Q aq , where Q aq = 0.01 µl min−1 . Initially, for all fluids and q, the values
of h(t) are nearly identical since all fluids have similar values of shear-viscosity.
For low MW fluids (103 , 104 and 105 ), the filament thickness decays in a similar
fashion to the Newtonian fluid but at a slower rate; the rate decreases as the MW
increases. For high MW fluids (106 and 107 ), the filament thickness crosses over
to a second decay regime, in which elastic stresses are dominant.

which is usually located at the right edge of the field of view, within the cross-slot region. The
filament diameter is measured at the point where the absolute value of the minimum in the first
derivative is located. Accordingly, the initial time for measurement is set to t = 0 when the
fitted polynomial second derivative changes sign. Here, we assume that the thinning process is
spatially uniform, with a thickness that depends only on time. This assumption was previously
tested and proved to be a reasonable one [14].
Sample measurements of filament thickness h(t) as a function of time are presented in
figure 5. Results are shown for Newtonian and all polymeric fluids for three flow rate ratios,
q = 10, 30, and 60. At short times, the Newtonian and all polymeric fluids exhibit identical
initial thinning. This behavior is indicative of their similar values of shear-viscosity ηs (figure 2).
As time progresses, however, the polymeric fluids begin to diverge from the Newtonian fluid
case. For low MW fluids (103 , 104 and 105 ), the fluid thins exponentially but at a slower rate
than the Newtonian fluid. As expected, the decay rate decreases as the fluid MW increases, or
as the elastic stress increases. For high MW fluids (106 and 107 ), the thinning process crosses
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 6. Breakup time as a function of flow rate ratio. Results show an

approximately exponential dependence of breakup time on the continuous (oil)
viscous stress. The breakup time increases as the polymer MW increases. Note
that Q aq is constant at 0.01 µl min−1 ; thus the breakup time is only a function of
Q oil or the outer viscous stress.
over to a second exponential decay, in which the elastic stress is dominant. The duration of this
second exponential decay increases with MW. The filament thinning data show that the breakup
time (tb ) increases with polymer MW and decreases with flow rate ratio q.
Values of breakup time tb for all fluids as a function of flow rate ratio q are shown in
figure 6. A common feature for all fluids is that the values of tb display an approximately
exponential dependence on q. A similar trend is found in flow-focusing experiments [6, 9] and
in a numerical investigation [40]–[42] using Newtonian fluids. The breakup times are longer
for the polymeric fluids and increase as the MW increases, even though all polymeric fluids
possess the same shear viscosity. For high MW fluids, the breakup time can be an order of
magnitude longer than for the Newtonian fluid at a given value of q. This result indicates that
the elastic stress has a stabilizing effect on the fluid filament. Moreover, it suggests that the
thinning process may be governed by a delicate balance between the outer fluid (oil) viscous
stress and the inner fluid visco-elastic stress.
Here, the filament extensional strain-rate is defined as ε̇ = −(2/ h)dh/dt [14, 17, 25, 29],
where h is the filament thickness. The values of h(t) and ε̇ are shown as a function of time for
all fluids at q = 10 in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively. For the Newtonian fluid, ε̇ is initially
independent of time; therefore, in this regime, h(t) decreases exponentially with time. For low
MW fluids (103 , 104 and 105 ), the values of ε̇ are also independent of time and quite close to
the Newtonian case. However, ε̇ starts deviating from the Newtonian fluid case as time passes.
For high MW fluids (106 and 107 ), ε̇ is initially equal to the same constant as for the Newtonian
fluid. But it soon departs and, after a transient interval, settles down to smaller constant value,
which indicates a second regime of slower exponential thinning. For all fluids at the very latest
times, close to breakup, the final decrease of h(t) to zero gives an apparent divergence of ε̇.
We show later that the data just before breakup are consistent with a linear decrease in filament
diameter, h(t) ∝ (t − tb ), where tb is the breakup time.

New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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Figure 7. Time dependent filament thinning and corresponding filament strain-

rate at flow rate ratio q = 10. (a) Filament thickness diameter as a function
of time for all polymeric fluids (symbols) and Newtonian fluids (solid line).
(b) Extensional strain-rate ε̇ = −(2/ h) dh/dt as a function of time for the same
fluids at q = 10. The exponential (or extensional) regimes are characterized by
constant values of ε̇.
3.3. A simple model
3.3.1. Flow-driven regime. The filament thinning process is modeled by using a simple normal
stress balance in the cross-slot region. The main assumption in this model are that (i) filament
thinning is driven mainly by the outer fluid (oil) extensional flow in the cross-slot region and
(ii) the shear flow that develops is relatively far downstream from the cross-slot region and
should have no implications for the local stress balance. These are reasonable assumptions since
shear stresses tangential to the filament do not contribute to the thinning (or squeezing) of the
filament. In the cross-slot region, the filament thinning is driven by viscous stresses normal to
the filament.
We start from the assumption of stress balance inside and outside the interface such that
ηe ε̇ = ηe,oil ε̇oil , where the subscript ‘oil’ is used to label the extensional strain rate and viscosity
of the oil phase. This balance relates the extensional strain-rates and extensional viscosities
of the aqueous (Newtonian and polymeric fluids) and oil phases. The left and right sides of
the stress balance are the extensional viscosity multiplied by the extensional strain-rate for the
aqueous filament and continuous oil phases, respectively. Since the oil is a Newtonian fluid, we
apply the definition of extensional viscosity so that ηe,oil = 3ηs,oil [27, 32, 43]. As mentioned
before, the fluid filament strain-rate is defined as ε̇ = −(2/ h) dh/dt. The strain-rate for oil in
the cross-slot region is ε̇oil ≈ Q oil /(W 2 L), as verified by particle-tracking methods [14, 44].
Assuming that ηe is independent of time, then the filament diameter thins according to
h(t) = h 0 exp [−(3/2)(ηs,oil /ηe )ε̇oil t].
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 115006 (http://www.njp.org/)
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In the above equation, h 0 is an integration constant. This equation is valid for the two flowdriven exponential regimes shown in figures 5 and 7. In such flow-driven regimes, equation (1)
may be used to deduce the values of ηe from h(t) data in regions where the filament strain-rate
is constant.
We note that the quantity ε̇oil ≈ Q oil /(W 2 L) is measured in the cross-slot region, where the
flow is extensional and where pinching from the ‘mother drop’ occurs. To this end, we have
checked that ε̇oil remains constant during the filament thinning and breakup event; the average
velocity of the oil in the cross-slot region is constant since Q oil is kept constant.
3.3.2. Capillary-driven regime. Near the final breakup, capillary forces become important. We
model this regime by incorporating the surface tension effects into the normal stress balance.
We note that near the breakup, the Rayleigh–Plateau instability sets in, causing beading and
the eventual breakup of the fluid thread. Equating radial stresses with the Laplace pressure
gives ηe ε̇ = σ/ h [8, 41, 45]. Therefore, the fluid filament is predicted to thin linearly with time
according to
h(t) = −(1/2)(σ/ηe )(t − tb ),

(2)

where tb is the breakup time. Equation (2) indicates that, near the breakup or singularity,
the fluid filament varies linearly with (t − tb ) with a slope or velocity proportional to σ/2ηe ,
as we find experimentally [14]. A similar result has been obtained numerically [46] in the
Stokes regime, except that shear rather than extensional viscosity is used in the denominator.
A linear regime is also predicted numerically for polymeric solutions near the breakup regime
[26, 47].
Equation (2) provides an alternative method to obtain values of extensional viscosity of the
aqueous solutions near the breakup event. In fact, it has been demonstrated [14] that the values of
ηe obtained from equation (2) are similar to the values of ηe obtained using equation (1), which
is valid in the flow-driven regime. This similarity in ηe values demonstrates the consistency of
our extensional viscosity results in the flow- and capillary-driven regimes. We caution, however,
that extracting values of ηe near the breakup event is subject to larger statistical errors than in
the flow-driven regime because the dynamic range is limited; the imaging resolution is about
2 µm.
Finally, we note that a different model of the capillary effects is to assume that the fluid
thinning is controlled by the rate at which the aqueous solution escapes from the end of the fluid
filament. In this argument, the capillary pressure difference between the center of the filament
and the end is not a local quantity. However, an equation of the form of equation (2) is still found,
but with a different pre-factor [48]. In the experiments performed here, the filament diameter is
measured locally (at one point), so an argument based on force balance and mass conservation
argument seems appropriate.
3.4. Extensional viscosity
The transition between the two exponential thinning regimes for high MW polymeric fluids
can be elucidated by plotting the quantity ϕ = ε̇oil ηe,oil /ε̇, which has units of viscosity, as a
function of time. In figure 8, we display the quantity ϕ at different flow rate ratios for the
107 MW polymeric fluid. We find that ϕ is nearly constant in regions where ε̇ is constant. In
such regions, the quantity ϕ is the same as the filament extensional viscosity ηe . Initially, the
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Figure 8. Extensional viscosity versus time for the 107 MW fluid at different flow
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rate ratios q. The quantity ϕ = ε̇oil ηe,oil /ε̇ is equivalent to the filament extensional
viscosity ηe , where the flow is extensional, i.e. ε̇ = constant. Here, ε̇oil and
ηe,oil are the oil extensional strain rate and extensional viscosity, respectively.
Initially, for all fluids, the values of ϕ are similar since all fluids have nearly the
same ηs . Later, the steady-state value of ϕ increases with larger values of q.

3ηs

Extensional Rate (1/s)
Figure 9. Steady extensional viscosity ηe versus extensional strain-rate ε̇ for all

fluids. The values of ηe are derived from equation (1). The theoretical Trouton
ratio for the Newtonian fluid is nearly 3.0 (points), as expected. The polymeric
fluids extensional viscosity shows the typical strain-rate hardening behavior. The
transition to strain-rate hardening behavior sets in later and the values of ηe
increase as the polymer MW increases. Also shown is the FENE-P prediction
for the 106 MW fluid (solid line). The accompanying dashed lines correspond to
the uncertainties in measuring λ and b. The FENE-P model is only in qualitative
agreement with the measurements.
values of ϕ are approximately 3ηs for q = 10, 30 and 60 indicating that initially, elastic stresses
are not important. After a transient regime, the values of ϕ are again steady, but larger than the
initial values, indicating that elastic stresses have become dominant; ϕ also depends on q.
In figure 9, we plot the values of extensional viscosity ηe for all aqueous solutions,
Newtonian and polymeric fluids, as a function of the filament strain-rate ε̇ = −(2/ h) dh/dt,
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using equation (1). For the Newtonian fluid, the values of ηe are independent of extensional
strain-rate. Moreover, we find that the values of ηe are very close to the expected values of
3ηs [27, 32, 43].
A significantly different behavior is observed for the polymeric fluids. We find that all
polymeric fluids show ‘strain-rate hardening’ behavior. This increase in ηe as function of
extensional strain-rate is attributed to the stretching of the polymer molecules in the extensional
flow within the thinning filament. This ‘strain-rate hardening’ behavior has been observed in
other macroscopic experiments [17, 25, 29].
It important to point out that the values presented in figure 9 are for steady extensional
viscosity and not transient extensional viscosity, which is usually reported in macroscopic
experiments [17], [27]–[29]. Here, values of ηe are computed for each steady extensional strainrate ε̇, which is proportional to q. In macroscopic experiments, the values of asymptotic ηe are
measured when polymer chains are fully stretched, while here the asymptotic ηe gives the degree
of extension of polymer chains in the fluid filament for a given value of ε̇.
In figure 9, the corresponding prediction using the FENE-P model is plotted for the
106 MW fluid; the accompanying dashed lines correspond to the uncertainties in measuring
the parameters λ and b (figure 3). An expression for ηe can be obtained from the FENE-P
model for a range of extensional strain-rates [28, 32]. The FENE-P model captures the main
qualitative features of ηe such as the ‘strain-rate hardening’ behavior and the saturation at high
values of ε̇. However, there are discrepancies between the model and the estimated values. For
high MW, the predicted strain-rate hardening behavior sets in too soon and too abruptly. For low
MW fluids, the predicted strain-rate hardening behavior sets in too late (not shown). There are
several reasons for these discrepancies including poly dispersion in polymer MW. There are also
inherent limitations of the FENE-P model such as the averaging of the force values connecting
the beads in the dumb-bell model originally proposed by Peterlin [37]. This averaging is known
to lead to unexpectedly large polymeric stresses compared to the non-averaged FENE
model [49]. Another limitation is that while real polymeric fluids have a spectrum of fluid
relaxation times λ, the FENE-P model, as used here, is described by a mean λ obtained in a shear
flow, which is known to be low for use in extensional flows. Therefore, we should expect some
type of failure of predictions of ηe based on the single mode FENE-P model. This disagreement,
however, does not imply a weakness in the measurement.
3.5. Accumulated strain
Results shown so far suggest that elastic stresses become dominant as the accumulated strain
is
the accumulated strain experienced by the fluid filament is given by ε =
R t increased.RHere,
t
ε̇(t) dt = 0 2/ h(dh/dt) dt = 2 ln(h 0 / h) [27, 29], where ε̇ = −(2/ h) dh/dt and h 0 is the
0
initial value of the filament thickness. A critical (accumulated) strain εc is defined at a point
in the thinning process at which the elastic stress becomes dominant, and the filament thickness
h(t) begins to deviate from the Newtonian behavior. A critical filament thickness h c is chosen at
the first inflection point of h versus time, which yields a critical time tc . Hence, a critical strain
can be defined as
Z tcc
εc =
2/ h(dh/dt) dt = 2 ln(h 0 / h c ).
(3)
0

Values of critical strain εc are shown in figure 10 for all polymeric fluids for flow rate ratios
q = 10, 30 and 60. While there is scatter in the data due to the accuracy to which h c is estimated,
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Molecular Weight
Figure 10. Values of critical strain estimated using equation (3) (see text) for all

fluids at q = Q oil /Q aq = 10, 30 and 60. Within experimental error, the values of
accumulated strain are similar for all fluids and q.

a single value of accumulated strain is found. This value of the critical strain is approximately
0.6 for all polymeric fluids at different forcing values (q). This critical strain value is an order
of magnitude smaller than the values reported in macroscopic experiments [27, 29]. This lower
value of strain suggests that, in addition to flow forcing, both the geometry and system lengthscale play an important role in the thinning and breakup process [16].
3.6. Phase diagram
A phase diagram showing all the thinning and breakup regimes found in this investigation is
shown in figure 11 as a function of the flow rate ratio q = Q oil /Q aq , where Q aq is constant,
as mentioned in the methods section. The Newtonian fluid is shown in the leftmost part of
the x-axis. We find three main regimes as q is increased: slugging, dripping, and streaming.
Slugging is found for q < 25, while tip-streaming is found for q > 150. Dripping is found for
25 < q < 150.
For high MW fluids (106 and 107 ), we find a stable filament that does not exhibit breakup
at q < 15 (figure 11; inset image in low right corner). As q is increased, the dripping regime
sets in and long filaments are observed (figure 11; inset image in mid right corner). At high
values of q (q > 150), a streaming regime is found in which a sharp tip is formed at the edge of
the mother drop that continuously ejects very small droplets (figure 11; inset image in up right
corner). This streaming regime is controlled by both elastic stresses and excess surfactant in
the ‘mother-drop’ tip. However, unlike the Newtonian case, the mother drop forms a long fluid
filament that extends far beyond the field of view. This fluid filament advances and recoils while
ejecting small droplets. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such ‘elastic
tip-streaming’ has been reported in the literature.
As the polymer MW is decreased, the fluid filaments become shorter and the ‘streaming’
regime is lost. Only dripping and slugging are observed for the low MW fluids (103 , 104 and 105 )
for the flow rate ratios investigated here.
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Figure 11. Phase diagram for all fluids at different flow rate ratios q = Q oil /Q aq ,

where Q aq = 0.01 µl min−1 . Three main regimes are found: slugging, dripping
and streaming. In addition, a stable filament that does not breakup is found for
high MW fluids at low values of q. Tip-streaming is observed at high values of
q > 150 for Newtonian fluids. Elastic-streaming is observed for high MW fluids
and high values of q. No streaming is observed for the low MW fluids at the flow
rate ratios investigated here. Dripping is observed at moderate values of q for all
fluids.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, we present an experimental investigation of the effects of elastic stresses on the
filament thinning and drop breakup processes in a cross-flow microchannel. The elastic stresses
are controlled by varying the MWs of a flexible polymer dissolved in a viscous solvent. The
polymer MW is varied from 1.5 × 103 to 1.8 × 107 corresponding to fluid relaxation times λ
from 9.0 × 10−4 to 0.5 s. Results show that polymeric fluids have a much longer filament than
Newtonian fluids of similar shear-viscosity. The fluid filament becomes longer, and the breakup
time increases as the MW is increased. Also, near breakup, the polymeric fluids show ‘beadson-string’ phenomena.
Measurements of filament thickness (h) as a function of time show two different regimes:
flow- and capillary-driven. The flow-driven regime is the main regime in which the fluid filament
thins. The capillary-driven regime sets in at a much later time, is short-lived, and is responsible for filament breakup. In the flow driven regime, for Newtonian fluids, the filament thinning
process shows a single flow-driven, exponential decay. For low MW fluids (103 –105 ), the thinning process is also exponential, but with a decay rate that is slower than for the purely viscous
Newtonian fluid. The slower exponential decay rate is associated with small, but finite elastic
stress. For high MW fluids (106 –107 ), the thinning crosses over from a initial exponential decay
to a second exponential decay in which elastic stress inside the fluid filament becomes dominant.
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At late times, all fluids cross over to a regime of algebraic decay driven by a delicate balance
between surface tension and extensional viscosity. For all fluids, the breakup time decreases
exponentially with the flow rate ratio (q), which is proportional to the outer viscous stress.
The exponential decay of filament thickness allows measurement of the steady extensional
viscosities (ηe ) of all fluids. We develop a simple model based on normal stress balance that
allows for the estimation of ηe for all fluids in the flow-driven regime. The base case scenario
is the viscous Newtonian fluid, which serves as a good check since it is known that, for a
Newtonian fluid, ηe = 3ηs . Our estimates for the Newtonian fluids are in very close agreement
with the theoretical values (figure 9). The values of extensional viscosity for the viscoelastic
fluids show the expected qualitative features such as strain-rate hardening. Also, the values of
extensional viscosity decrease non-monotonically as polymer MW is decreased. The measured
values of ηe for polymeric fluids deviate somewhat from the predicted FENE-P values, although
the general trend is similar.
In addition, we report a new streaming regime (elastic tip-streaming) in which both surface
tension and elastic stresses are at play. In this regime, very small droplets are ejected from
the tip of the mother drop, which is similar to tip-streaming in surfactant laden Newtonian
filament. However, due to elastic stresses, the mother-drop advances and recoils while ejecting
the droplets. This regime is only found for high MW fluids and at large flow rate ratios.
In summary, it is shown that elastic stresses have a significant effect on the filament
thinning and drop breakup process. The effects become more pronounced as the polymer MW
is increased, even though the normalized concentration remains constant. Measurements show
that the thinning process has all the features of a steady extensional flow and thus can be used
to estimate the steady extensional viscosity values of various fluids.
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